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Meeting Topics: 

1.Drugs/Alcohol 

2.Pallet Jacks

Customer with odd 

behavior?  Report it 

immediately!

Don't pull pallet 

jacks, push them; 

you will have less 

back strain.

Select the                          

right ladder                      

for your task.

A neat and clean 

workplace is 

necessary for safety.
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Do not stack                     

pallets more than                   

six feet high

Auto - when lifting a 

car, spot lift points 

correctly.

Alcohol has no place 

in the work place!

Pay attention                    

when walking on                  

smooth surfaces!

Always keep travel                        

path and exit                         

ways clear.

Safety is a cheap                          

and effective 

insurance policy.  
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It is easier to ask         

a dumb question 

than it is to                   

fix a dumb mistake!

Use tools correctly - 

Lacerations by box 

cutters are common 

in the retail trade.

Remember the             

"Belt Buckle Rule"             

when you are               

on a ladder.

Does your shop have 

a safety culture?  It 

starts with you!

Working on high 

voltage cars requires 

specially lined 

gloves. 

Safety is a 

commitment to 

yourself!
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Safety is                          

simple as                                   

Always                                  

Be                               

Careful!

Chance takers are 

accident makers.

For your own safety, 

be careful how 

much alcohol you 

drink.

Moderation is the is 

the key this holiday 

season!

Leave sooner,            

driver slower,                 

live longer!

You can't get home 

unless you are                    

safe at work!
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Working safely may 

get old,                              

but so do those who 

practice it.

Keep aisles neat and 

orderly.

Christmas Day Don’t drink and 

drive or ride with 

drivers who are 

drinking.

Don't reach so                               

far if you can                          

move it closer first!

Start the new year out 

with a safe attitude for 

2017!

Keep aisles neat and 

orderly.
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Working safely may 

get old,                              

but so do those who 

practice it.

New Year's Eve
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